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EPA seeks hedge 
against oil spill

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Environment Public Authority (EPA)
said yesterday it was taking all appropriate measures
in order to protect water outlets from an oil spill near
Kuwait’s southern Ras Al-Zour area. The EPA said in a
press release that while it sought to determine the
source of the oil spill, it was taking all necessary moves
to safeguard the area of water outlets by using rubber
bumpers. It added that it was working with the oil sec-
tor, mainly the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) and Kuwait
National Petroleum Company (KNPC), to find the
source of the oil spill and even determine its exact size. 
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A mural of HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah is displayed at Al-Hamra Tower in Kuwait City on Thursday. The mural is a gift from the Qatari people in recognition of the Amir’s
efforts to mediate a resolution to the GCC crisis. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: The “Mubaratuna” (our match) foot-
ball project had become the flagship project
displaying the Kuwaiti government and pri-
vate sector’s willingness to collaborate for the
wellbeing and the benefit of the youth. With
around 111 football pitches located in several

governorates, it is suffice to say that the
Mubaratuna project, which offers reasonably
priced booking fees, is providing topnotch
services to football lovers in Kuwait.  

Speaking to KUNA about Mubaratuna,
Abdullah Al-Adwani, head of the project, said

that Mubaratuna began in 2014 with around
36 pitches available.  Since the initiating of
the project, thousands of people have used
the facilities funded by the Ministry of
Education, Ministry of State for Youth Affairs,
and the Kuwait Union for Cooperative

Societies, indicated Al-Adwani.  
The chief purpose of the project is to

encourage the youth and society to seek self-
betterment and healthy life styles, said the
official who indicated that booking a pitch
was done online. On the merits of Mubaratuna

project, football enthusiast Nawaf Al-Enizi, 30,
said that in the past, fees were so high that it
was difficult to pay KD 30 and above to book a
pitch. Now it only costs around KD 2 to play
football at one of Mubaratuna’s fields, which is
amazing, said Al-Enizi. — KUNA

‘Mubaratuna’ project - a govt, private sector collaboration

Bosnia authorities find 
missing Kuwaiti citizen 

SARAJEVO: Bosnia and Herzegovina’s authorities have
informed the Kuwaiti Embassy that they located a miss-
ing Kuwaiti female citizen, who is in good condition,
Ambassador Nasser Al-Mutairi said yesterday. The con-
cerned authorities are conducting required investiga-
tions, and will hand over the citizen to the embassy, fol-
lowing the end of investigations, he said in a statement.
The ambassador also praised the cooperation of
Bosnian authorities on the matter right from the start.
The citizen reportedly went missing during a visit to the
Balkan country. 

Amir sends cable of 
condolences to UAE 

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah sent a cable of condo-
lences to the President of the UAE Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al-Nahyan, expressing sorrow over the death
of four Emirati servicemen in Yemen. His Highness
the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah also
sent similar cables.  The UAE armed forces said that
four Emirati soldiers, part of the Saudi led-coalition
forces fighting for legitimacy in Yemen, were killed
while on duty, official media reported. While
attempting to make an emergency landing in
Shabwa governorate, southern Yemen, due to a mal-
function, the soldiers’ helicopter crashed to the
ground leading to their demise, UAE’s General
Command of the Armed Forces said in a statement,
according to Emirati News Agency (WAM).

RIYADH: The “Kuwait by Your Side” cam-
paign has signed a $500,000 agreement to
carry out the first phase of a project for
the treatment of a water supply system in
the southern Yemeni governorate of
Shabwah.  The project focuses on Al-
Shubaika water supply plant which pro-
vides water and sanitation to the gover-
norate’s centre and surrounding areas,
read a statement by the Kuwait-Yemeni
relief organization, which is funding the
deal. Its first phase will aim to treat four
water wells at the plant within a two-week
deadline, added the Kuwaiti state-funded
relief body which includes several associa-
tions aiming to deliver aid to the Yemeni
people.

Meanwhile, Yemeni officials at the gov-
ernorate extolled Kuwait’s firm stance in
support of Yemen amid various circum-
stances and periods, according to the
statement, For his part, the Governor of
Shabwah expressed his gratitude for
Kuwait’s continued support across differ-
ent fields, mainly in development and
relief.  This reflects the depth of relations
and cooperation between the two coun-
tries and their peoples, said the official. 

Meanwhile,  representative of the
Kuwaiti-Yemeni relief organization Tareq
Raji Lakman said the project’s second
phase aims to install equipment and oper-
ate water pumping units. As a whole, the
Kuwaiti-funded campaign is pursuing
urgent relief work in Yemen across the
sectors of food, water, education and
healthcare. 

Mosque rehabilitation 
In another development, Kuwait has

donated one mil l ion dollars for the
Tunisian Ministry of Religious Affairs to
rehabilitate and renovate the historical El-
Zaytuna Mosque in Tunis.  Kuwait
Ambassador to Tunisia Ali Al-Thafiri hand-
ed a check of the donation to Tunisian
Minister of Religious Affairs Ahmad
Azoum during their meeting on Thursday
where they discussed cooperation in reli-
gious affairs. The Tunisian minister wel-
comed the contribution as a landmark
event in history of the exemplary relations
between the two countries, Ambassador
Al-Thafiri said following the meeting.

The donation signals Kuwait’s keenness
on conserving the Islamic heritage in

Tunisia, he quoted the minister as saying.
Azoum noted that he plans to invite the
Kuwaiti Minister of Awqaf and Islamic
Affairs Mohammad Al-Jabri to visit Tunisia
to review the implementation of the bilat-
eral agreement on religious cooperation

signed in 2010. El-Zaytuna is the oldest
mosque in the capital city of Tunis; it cov-
ers an area of 5,000 sq. meters and has
nine entrances and 160 authentic columns
brought from the ruins of the old city of
Carthage. — Agencies 

Kuwait signs $500,000 deal for Yemen water project
‘Kuwait by Your Side’ campaign

TUNIS: Kuwait Ambassador to Tunisia Ali Al-Thafiri holds talks with Tunisian Minister
of Religious Affairs Ahmad Azoum. — KUNA

Abbas pins hopes on 
Palestinian teachers 
RAMALLAH: Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas ral-
lied behind a group of teachers who are on their way to
Kuwait,  a nation that had heavily depended on
Palestinian educators years ago. “Kuwait fondly recol-
lects Palestinian contributions to pedagogy and the
passion with which Palestinian instructors have impart-
ed their knowledge to the people of Kuwait,” Abbas told
the contingent of teachers yesterday. He noted that the
success of the educators will “open the door for the tri-
umphant return of Palestinian instructors to the Gulf
region.” “We trust you to carry on the legacy of the
Palestinian teacher,” Abbas said. After a long hiatus that
kept them away from the country, Kuwait has hired
some 180 Palestinian teachers to join its academic
workforce. —KUNA

RAMALLAH: Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas poses for a group photo with a group of teachers who are on
their way to Kuwait. 


